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1 Introduction
This Final Report of Networking Activities is a deliverable for Work Package 3 (WP3) of the
SAUNAC project ‘Creating Regional networks in Sustainability’ and includes activity carried
out up to the end of the project, October 2019.
Overall, Work Package 3 has progressed as planned and Vietnamese partners have delivered
some interesting and valuable collaborations with stakeholders. These will enable students
to work with external organisation to help find solutions for real world problems, an essential
component of the Smart Sustainable Vietnamese Cities (SSVC) course.
The challenges for some Vietnamese partners to build relationships and forge sustainability
networks were perhaps greater than anticipated in the original SAUNAC proposal . It is for
this reason that additional WP3 workshops have been built into the programme.
The following sections are included in the report:


Overview of Work Package 3: includes a summary of the aim and objectives of the work
package and also outlines some of the challenges encountered in its delivery. The key
elements of WP3 activity including events ; development of a Stakeholder, Relationship
management tool, and demonstration of stakeholder engagement in European
Universities) are detailed here.



Overview of stakeholder engagement: includes an account of stakeholder engagement
by Vietnamese partner universities. A series of tables contributed by each partner outline
stakeholders that have been engaged, the motivations for engagement by both university
and the external organisation, the focus of discussions, any problems encountered in
developing the relationship and plans for future work.



Going Forward: sets out plans and objectives beyond the life of the project activity
including plans to deepen relationships with stakeholder organisations.



Supporting Appendices
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2 Work Package 3 ‘Creating Regional Networks in Sustainability’
Work Package Overview
Work Package 3 (WP3) was included in the SAUNAC project to help create regional networks
in sustainability, engaging private companies, cities, regional public authorities, NGOs and
other relevant stakeholders:
“The overall goal is to create sustainable networks that are two dimensional,
operating at the local / regional and national / international levels.”
(SAUNAC application , 2016)
A driving factor for this element of SAUNAC has been the need to engage stakeholders in the
SSVC pilots. The SSVC course is based on the principles of active teaching and learning. In
practice, this involves introducing students to real-world problems and enabling them to work
with stakeholders to develop solutions. In ESSENCE, which was a predecessor or SAUNAC,
municipalities were included as project partners. Stakeholder engagement was therefore
built into the project structure. In SAUNAC stakeholder engagement is equally important, but
the Vietnamese context is very different and it was always intended that SSVC would develop
in a way that would be contextually appropriate. As such, the project was not constructed
with specific stakeholders as partners, and the nature of stakeholder engagement was not
predetermined beyond that: “All Vietnamese partner areas will attract regional private and
public organizations to the joint learning experiments”. WP3 must therefore evolve as the
SSVC course content evolves. However, the proposal did identify three broad tasks:




Task 1: Communication with relevant stakeholders (including city residents);
Task 2: Negotiations with the relevant stakeholders;
Task 3: Drawing individual plans for local and regional networks.

WP3 is led by teams from Manchester Metropolitan University (UK) and Ho Chi Minh
University of Natural Resources and Environment (HCMURE). It is the smallest of the SAUNAC
work packages accounting for 4.5% of staff days, the majority of which are designated for
Vietnamese partner universities to work on developing stakeholder relationships and local
and national networks. As such, activity under WP3 has mainly been facilitative and designed
to support Vietnamese partners in this work. One person responsible for progressing
stakeholder engagement within each of the Vietnamese partner universities was nominated
during the Project Team Co-ordination meeting in Hanoi, May 2017. For each university it was
agreed that this would be the Project Co-ordination Team member.
The main identified risk for this element of SAUNAC was that the relevant stakeholders would
not be sufficiently interested in sustainability to participate. While this may be a barrier, other
perhaps more significant ones are provided by the Vietnamese educational and political
systems. This is discussed further in the following paragraphs, which outline activity
undertaken under WP3.
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Work Package 3 Activity
At the start of the SAUNAC project, the WP3 leads sought to understand how, and in what
circumstances, the Vietnamese partners typically work with stakeholders. From discussions
during project meetings, it became clear that the more traditional, style of education in
Vietnam has created less need for working with stakeholders than more often happens within
the European partner universities. Some Vietnamese partners do work with external
organisations, for example, with government departments, which can be substantial
commissioners of university research. However, this appeared to vary considerably between
institutions. Within individual institutions, experience and skills in this area also varied
considerably between departments and individuals. Among some, there was a quite limited
appreciation of why and how such relationships could be valuable in teaching and learning,
as well as for helping to manage rapid urbanisation in Vietnam to develop more sustainable
cities.
If the educational context has traditionally required less need for stakeholder engagement, it
was also apparent that the Vietnamese political system and administrative culture might
provide further barriers to the achievement of WP3 objectives. Vietnam is a socialist republic
and the formation of networks and relationships is a less usual part of the political and
administrative environment than in countries with more pluralist democratic political
systems. This could provide a further explanation for why experience, skills and
understanding of the different kinds of value that stakeholder engagement can bring, and
experience and skills for doing so are less well developed in Vietnam. This very different
political environment is also very likely to require different approaches – either wholly or
partly – to how stakeholders are engaged and networks developed. For a relatively small but
important work package within a project focussed principally on the development of course
materials and teaching methods, it was therefore important for the WP3 leads to give careful
consideration to how most effectively to support Vietnamese partners in meeting the these
objectives.
Capacity building is central to SAUNAC and for this reason as well as limitations on staff time,
WP3 has principally sought to enable Vietnamese partners to explore the value of developing
stakeholder relationships; to prioritise which stakeholders to target; to build skills in how to
contact, engage and build relationships with stakeholders; and to document and manage
relationships those across the SAUNAC project. Six main activities were implemented (in
chronological order):







A workshop for on stakeholder mapping in Hanoi, May 2017;
Development of a Stakeholder Relationship Management Tool;
Demonstration of stakeholder working by European partner universities;
International workshop on Smart City Stakeholders cluster development in
Vietnam, 6 May 2019;
The involvement of Higher Education Institutions and Stakeholders in Smart
Sustainable City Development, Hanoi, 7 May 2019;
Stakeholder meeting and cooperation possibility for Sustainable Smart City, Hue,
1 October 2019.
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These activities are explained below in more detail.
The WP3 team also carried out an All Partner Survey with a view to developing a short good
practice guide on stakeholder engagement. Respondents were asked for their input on how
to address the barriers to stakeholder engagement identified by Vietnamese colleagues
during the SSVC pilots (Ho Chi Minh City in November 2017). Importantly the exercise also
sought to gather case studies to contextualise the more general tips and solutions provided
by respondents. While two good case studies from European partners were offered (and have
since been developed) the experience provided from Vietnamese respondents was more
limited. As the Vietnamese context is so different, it was considered more appropriate to
suspend this element of work until some case studies emerged from the Vietnamese partner’s
work with stakeholders on the SSVC student projects. This work is ongoing but an overview is
provided in Section 3 ‘Stakeholder Engagement ’.
To complete activity under WP3, the Vietnamese lead (HCMURE) will host a workshop in Ho
Chi Minh during March 2019 to progress the development of individual action plans for local
and regional networks,

Stakeholder Mapping Workshop (Hanoi, May 2017)
During the SAUNAC launch event and conference in Hanoi, May 2017, the WP3 team
facilitated a workshop on stakeholder mapping for partner universities and conference
attendees. It is a well-established technique for prioritising which stakeholders to invest time
and effort in attempting to build a relationship with. This is worthwhile because time is a
limited resource and it is not usually practical to pursue relationships with all possible
stakeholders. A stakeholder map will be most useful if it is treated as a living and dynamic
document that changes over time.
For the workshop, the WP3 team adapted a stakeholder mapping template from one
developed by Changing Minds1. The Changing Minds tool is in matrix format and includes a
grid with squares in which stakeholders can be placed according to their level of ‘power’ and
support for the user’s project, research or other initiative. The first priority for SAUNAC
partners with regard to stakeholders has been to find external organisations to work with
students on projects. The tool was therefore tailored to this purpose for the workshop:
Specifically, ‘support’ was changed to ‘interest in working with students’ and ‘power’ was
changed to ‘capacity’.

1

www.changingminds.org
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Stakeholder Mapping Template (adapted for SAUNAC workshop)
INTEREST in working with students
Not interested

Somewhat
interested

Very interested

CAPACITY for working with students

Good
capacity

Limited
capacity

Very little
capacity

Participants were guided to consider the following questions for each of the axes:
Are potential partners interested (or likely to be interested) in hosting student projects?
 Is there a good fit between the objectives of the organisation and the SAUNAC
module?
 Does the organisation have an existing relationship with the university?
 Does the organisation have an interest in working with the university?
 Is the organisation interested in working with students? (for example, to support
graduate recruitment)?
 Is the organisation interested in engaging with local communities?
Do potential partners have capacity to supervise student projects?
 Do they have people with the willingness to develop a suitable project?
 Do they understand both the opportunities and limitations of student projects?
 Do they have time to supervise projects properly (developing a brief, client meetings
with students, providing feedback)?
 Do they have suitable skills to supervise students and guide their work?
 Can they make the necessary information available to students?
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The guiding principle is that it will be most worthwhile to work with stakeholders that are
placed in (or towards) the top right-hand corner of the template.
The workshop participants worked in geographically organised groups to:
 Develop a list of stakeholders;
 Use the template to prioritise the list; and to
 Identify three specific actions to or progress relationships with their high priority
stakeholders.
During the session the WP3 team circulated among the groups to provide help and to answer
participants’ questions. Each group then presented their template with priority stakeholders
back to the whole workshop.

Photos from Stakeholder Mapping Workshop
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Building Capacity for Stakeholder Network Development (HoChiMinh City, October
2017)
During the pilot sessions in Ho Chi Minh City, a group activity was used to build the capacity
for stakeholder engagement and network development in Vietnam. Each participant in the
session was given a card and asked to write down a barrier that they thought that they
might encounter when either trying to engage stakeholders. The cards were then
exchanged with other members of the group who wrote down their suggested solutions on
the reverse side. The ‘barriers’ and ‘solutions’ then provided the basis for a group discussion
allowing experience to be further shared across the group.
Many of the identified barriers and solutions appeared repeatedly. The table below provides
a summary.
Barrier
Lack of time
Stakeholders not seeing the benefits

Not interesting to stakeholders
Conflict of interest
Conflicting benefits

Don’t know who exactly who I need

Commitment from stakeholders
Keeping communication going

Non-Cooperation

It is a challenge when students and
lecturers contact with provincial
people’s committee member to
interview or collect information for
his/her projects

Suggested solution
 Try to use time wisely and efficiently
 Relax and enjoy life
 Explain the advantages and the
disadvantages
 Use case studies
 Show and explain about the outcomes
with benefits and results
 Find another stakeholder
 Find another stakeholder
 Understand/explore why they think like
that and reshape the proposal
 Consult with colleagues about potential
stakeholders you might need
 Read more (e.g. trade press)
 Memorandum of understanding
 Informal agreements or discussions
 Keep in touch online and offline if
meetings are too difficult because of
distance
 Hang out after work (more social)
 Nhan!
 More conversation/negotiations
 Help form city’s authority
 Support from the university
 Persuade them
 Get authority’s support (even by letter)
to show their support / introduction
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Problem with businesses in
environmental issues
Stakeholders not accepting ideas from
universities
Connecting with their interests or
making a win/win proposal
Lack of legal framework



Try and get the authority’s help



Make a joint project and pilot it



Find out what their needs and interests
are and create a PPP mechanism
Do you need one?
Find another stakeholder




Week of Ho Chi Minh City Innovation, Startups and Entrepreneurship 2017
SAUNAC was represented at the ‘Week of Ho Chi Minh City Innovation, Startups and
Entrepreneurship 2017’ event, which took place over 2 days in October 2017. During the
event the ‘Together with FINLAND’ program presented a platform for Ms. Henna Knuutila,
Turku University of Applied Sciences and Ms. Nguyen Thi Van Ha, HCMUNRE to present and
discuss the ongoing collaboration within the SAUNAC partnership and in particular showcase
the existing Finnish-Vietnamese collaboration in Smart City development. In their workshop
“SAUNAC project: Designing smart and sustainable cities in international multi-stakeholder
collaboration”, they explained how the new cooperation in SAUNAC project between
universities, enterprises and public bodies is providing valuable opportunities for students to
learn by designing solutions for environmental challenges in the cities as part of their Higher
Education studies.
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Stakeholder Relationship Management tool
The Stakeholder Relationship Management (SRM) tool was created to further progress
stakeholder engagement (Appendix 1). The SRM was subsequently developed as an Excel
based tool that would enable prioritisation of stakeholders, but also to enable partners to
collate stakeholder’s contact details, record interactions and manage their relationships
across the SAUNAC project. The tool will be held and updated by Vietnamese partners going
forward.
The tool includes a sheet for each of the cities within which the Vietnamese partner
universities are based and also a sheet for Europe based contacts. Fields (organised in
columns) are included for:







Contact details (title, name and organisation name in Vietnamese and English, type of
organisation, job title, email and telephone number);
Account owner (that the relationship ‘belongs’ to);
Ranking of importance for both ‘student projects’ and for ‘sustainability networks’;
Score for state of ‘current relationship’ with contact, also score for state of
relationship at the end of the SAUNAC project (there is potential for the evaluators
of the SAUNAC project to use this data if provided by partners);
Comments on ‘ongoing activities’ and on ‘relationship with this contact’ with this
contact; and
A final ‘notes’ column (providing the opportunity to record any other useful
information).

To help facilitate management of networks, the WP3 team undertook the initial population
of the tool working closely with WP8 (Dissemination). Contacts were drawn from the
invitation list for the Hanoi launch conference in May 2017 and the dissemination lists for the
SAUNAC project that had been provided by each institution to the WP8 leads.
As a starting point, contacts were assigned to each city based on geographic proximity. Where
location was unclear, contacts were included on a sheet titled ‘unknown’. Duplicate contacts
were removed to provide a database of 357 contacts.
Initial contacts included in the SAUNAC SRM tool
City / region
Number of contacts
Danang
26
Hanoi
107
Ho Chi Minh
50
Hue
89
Haiphong
20
Europe
56
Unknown
9
Total
357
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The populated SRM tool was then provided to partners to update for their individual city
regions and to use for managing their stakeholder relationships. It was suggested that each
partner maintain their version of the tool on in the project management system ‘Podio’, to
enable stakeholder relationships to be managed effectively across SAUNAC.

Demonstration of stakeholder working by European partner universities
In advance of the Vietnamese partner visit to Europe in September 2018, European partners
were asked to ensure that Vietnamese partners were introduced to external stakeholders,
and that partnership working was demonstrated as far as possible. The tables below provide
a brief summary of what this involved.
European host university: HU-UAS Utrecht
Host
Visiting
Example/s of
European
Vietnamese
stakeholder
university
university(s)
working
University of Haiphong
Dutch
Applied
University (HU) Innovative
Science
National
Education
Utrecht
University of
Civil Engineering
(NUCE)

Selficient ecohouse

Center of
Expertise Smart
Sustainable
Cities – the
business model

Energy Lab
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How this was demonstrated

Ilya Zitter presented an overview of
the Dutch education system and a
new model to design education
programmes. During this
presentation it became clear what
the involvement is of external
stakeholders in the education of
students
Visitors attended the Selficient ecohouse that participated in the Solar
Decathlon competition. Meine
Jansma explained the importance of
developing partnerships with
companies to design, build, finance
and operate sustainable houses.
Erlijn Eweg, affiliated with the
Center of Expertise Smart
Sustainable Cities explained how the
center works with companies and
stakeholders in the Utrecht region to
develop new research, provide
training and facilitate transition.
Marcel de Reeder responsible for
the Energy Lab facilities, organised a
tour in the lab facilities of the
Universities. He stressed the
importance of engaging external
companies in the applied research
projects of the university.

Sustainable
Urban Area
Development

Eindhoven
Brainport

Tjerk van Impelen from the Utrecht
municipality presented the latest
development in the ongoing
reconstruction of the station area in
the center of Utrecht. The
engagement of all stakeholders in
this huge transformation process is
of key importance.
Peter Porthein from the Eindhoven
International Project Office
explained how he works with
Vietnamese companies and other
stakeholders in the HCMC region.

European host university: Universitat Politecnica de Valencia
Visiting Vietnamese
Example/s of
How these were demonstrated
university(s)
stakeholder working
Hanoi University of Environmental
Civil Engineering
Civil Engineering
sustainability
Building engineering
programs at UPV
Architecture
Ho Chi Minh City
Industrial Engineering
University of Natural
Resources and
Valencia City Council After an official welcome by the City
Environment
reception
and Council, the people responsible for
sustainability projects sustainability projects at the Valencia
VNU University of
presentation
area presented the main projects and
Science
results
Research
on Collaborative research projects from
Renewable Energies UPV to different stakeholders and
at UPV
international impact
Visit to the Valencia The main plant for recycling waste water
Recycling
in Valencia was visited and best practices
Management Office
shared with visitors
UPV
sustainable The
office
for
environmental
Campus
management at UPV presented the
Campus certificates, projects and figures
Sustainable tourism
The Gandia Campus for UPV presented
their results on sustainable tourism
implementation
Sustainability
and Valencia city and IDEAS institute for
entrepreneurship
entrepreneurship presented their main
results and findings
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European host university: Turku University of Applied Sciences
Visiting Vietnamese
Example/s of
How these were demonstrated
university(s)
stakeholder working
Hue University of
Curriculum and
PhD Vesa Taatila (rector and president of
Sciences
connection to the
TUAS) and PhD Juhani Soini (vice rector
working life
of TUAS) explained the connection
Ho Chi Minh City
between TUAS and working life.
University of Natural
Resources and
Renewable energy
Mr. Sakari Koivunen (senior lecturer,
Environment
and 3D
leader of education and research), Mr
Samuli Ranta (senior lecturer, research
VNU University of
group leader) and Mr Aleksi Heinonen
Science
(project engineer) gave a tour of
Machine technology center Turku Ltd,
which is a modern learning, training and
development center for enterprises,
education institutes and researchers.
Visitors saw 3D printing, machine vision,
polar panels etc.
Innovation methods
MSc (econ) Piia Nurmi (senior lecturer,
to guide the project
leader of research) explained how
work
projects work between TUAS and
stakeholders.
Cooperation with
A regional waste management company
regional waste
(LSJH) and a student of TUAS spoke
management
about cooperation between students of
TUAS and LSJH. A study visit to the waste
treatment centre was part of circular
economy studies. LSJH also employs
TUAS students.
High education and
Speeches about co-operation between
business
universities and companies. Topics:
Turku business region (liaison manager
Turku Science Park
Ms Pipa Turvanen & senior adviser Ms
Ltd
Sami Uusitalo)
City as an innovation platform
(development manager Ms Aino
Ukkola)
Clean Turku – Bold actions for
sustainable growth (senior adviser Ms
Reeta Huhtinen)
University – Business collaboration in
practise (lecturer of university of Turku,
Antti Tuomisto)
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Education and
research

Co-operation with
Kakola wastewater
treatment plant

A guided tour followed of the visitor and
innovation centre.
PhD Juhani Soini (vice rector of TUAS)
explained research, development and
innovation work in TUAS. From PhD Piia
Leskinen (senior lecturer, leader of
research) visitors heard about research
groups, where students are working for
the university in different kind of
projects with stakeholders.
Visitors had a tour in a wastewater
treatment plant. The tour is a part of
wastewater treatment studies in TUAS.
Kakola also employs TUAS students.

European host university: Manchester Metropolitan University
Visiting Vietnamese
Example/s of
How these were demonstrated
university(s)
stakeholder working
Hue University of
‘Teaching Urban
Prof Phil Wheater engaged visitors in a
Sciences
Ecology through
walking tour of Manchester City Centre
direct observation’
identifying real life urban ecology
Ho Chi Minh City
examples of MMU students working
University of Natural
with Manchester City Council and other
Resources and
stakeholders.
Environment
Greater Manchester
Visitors
attended
the
Greater
Environmental
Manchester Environmental Funding
VNU University of
Funding Group
Group chaired by the Greater
Science
Manchester Combined Authority to
witness and understand partnership
working between Local Authorities and
universities in Greater Manchester in
relation to funding opportunities and
alignment of activities to the Low Carbon
strategy in Manchester.
Manchester Hydrogen The Manchester Hydrogen Partnership
Fuel Cell Innovation
Manager gave visitors a tour of the
Centre
Manchester Hydrogen Fuel Cell
Innovation Centre and explained how
the university works with companies and
stakeholders in Greater Manchester to
help develop new research and products
for this growing sector.
Waste 2 Resource
Amanda Reid, W2RIN manager,
Innovation Network
delivered a presentation on the Network
(W2RIN)
which brings together academic
expertise
and
practical
waste
14

Sustainable
Development What
Does it mean for the
Air Transport
Industry?

Place Management

Print City

Host
European
university
Hamburg
University
of Applied
Sciences

Visiting
Vietnamese
university(s)
Danang
University of
Science and
Technology
(DUT)

Example/s of
stakeholder
working
Battery
technology

VNU
University of
Science
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management experience from the
Faculty of Science and Engineering, and
works closely with industry to offer a
range of services that support the
transition to a Circular Economy.
Prof Callum Thomas, Chair of
Sustainable Aviation, Centre for
Aviation,
Transport
and
the
Environment, gave an overview of his
work with Manchester Airport to find
solutions for offsetting the negative
environmental impact brought about by
the growth in aviation on cities.
Prof Cathy Parker ran a workshop to
illustrate how she works with
municipalities, town centre planners,
businesses and local residents to
minimise the demise of town centres.
Dr Alan Dempsey gave a tour of Print
City, MMU’s 3D printing facility and
explained how it works with businesses
to develop new prototypes and
stimulate new start ups working in
partnership with Business Support
structures in Greater Manchester.

How this was demonstrated

Prof. Dr. Karl-Ragmar Riemschneider
and Dr. Valentin Roscher presented
the Sensors laboratory at HAW
Hamburg. The group researches
sensing methods for automotive
applications. A central topic is battery
state detection, where a self-contained
sensing system is being developed. It
utilizes a wireless sensing platform
developed in our laboratory and
combines it with novel methods such
as optical electrode characterization
and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy. Works is closely
coordinated with industry partners to
continuously evaluate the developing
issues and requirements of the rise of

CREATIVE
SPACE FOR
TECHNICAL
INNOVATIONS
“CSTI”

Lecture

e-mobility across transportation
sectors.
Prof. Dr. Kay v. Luck introduced the
visitors into the laboratory CSTI
The laboratory CSTI of the HAW
Hamburg is an interdisciplinary
platform for applied research and
knowledge transfer in the field of
human-machine interaction and smart
systems, starting from computer
science, in cooperation with
mechatronics, design & art as well as
social and cultural sciences. It is a place
for innovative idea development and
its agile prototypical implementation.
This includes the realization of research
approaches, concepts and proof-ofconcept prototypes in the field of
human-computer interaction and
smart systems. The CSTI sees itself as
an interface between the three areas
of research, development and
knowledge transfer for small and
medium-sized enterprises.
As one of the initial program activities
in Hamburg, the Vietnamese visitor
delegation was given the opportunity
to attend a regular first semester's
lecture of Prof. Dr. Stefan Lehmann
within HAW Hamburg's international
Information Engineering (IE) study
program. This Bachelor of Science
(B.Sc.) degree
program attracts international students
from all over the world, as all classes
are presented in English throughout
the entire course of the program. The
interactive 90-minutes
lecture presented the introductory unit
within the course entitled 'Electrical
Engineering 1' and deployed a variety
of diverse teaching modalities and
materials to support students in
becoming familiar with basic concepts
in Science and Engineering. The
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CC4E/C4DSI
Smart grid /grid
coupling

Energy Bunker
Smart Heat Grid

Public transport

City planning
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attendance of this lecture enabled the
Vietnamese delegation to gain valuable
insights into the methodology,
structure and content of
a representative Engineering lecture
at a German University of Applied
Sciences.
Prof. Dr. Franz Schubert introduced
the visitors into the CC4E and the C4DSI
of the HAW HamburgThe Competence
Center for Renewable Energies and
Energy Efficiency bundles multifaceted
activities at HAW Hamburg in the fields
of renewable energies with a focus on
wind energy, system integration and
storage. The Center for Demand Side
Integration (C4DSI) is a working group
at the Institute for Information
Technology and Distributed Systems
(ifit). The focus of the various research
projects is the intelligent regulation of
the consumer side as a component of
smart grids and virtual power plants.
This is called Demand Side
Management, or more precisely
Demand Response.
By the company „Hamburg Energie“
the visitors were introduced into an
important element of a smart heat
grid: the „Energy Bunker“ in HamburgWilhelmsburg. The Bunker from the
second world war was converted into
the main supplier of the heat grid for
buildings.
HVV (Hamburger Verkehrs-Verbund)
The visitors used every day the public
transport of the city of Hamburg. They
used trains, busses and ferries to
explore the different locations. A
separate sightseeing tour by bus gave a
very good overwiew over the highlights
of Hamburg.
HafenCity Hamburg GmbH gave a very
good overview how to convert an old
harbour area into an new smart
sustainable city district (Hafencity). To

to the visitors the planning,
constructing and reviving the new
district.

International workshop on Smart City Stakeholders cluster development in Vietnam, 6
May 2019
Over 60 delegates, including scientists, researchers, state managers and enterprises,
attended the International Workshop on Smart City: Stakeholder Cluster Development in
Vietnam on 6 May 2019.
The event was hosted by Ho Chi Minh City University of Natural Resources & Environment, to
stimulate discussion and activity to share best practice in engaging stakeholder organisations
in the goals of SAUNAC. A collaborative approach is essential in order to find effective
solutions to sustainability issues and Stakeholder organisations are an important part of the
work being carried out within SAUNAC. By working with real life sustainable city problems
and opportunities, the SAUNAC universities have been able to connect their students to
practitioners in the private and public sectors and facilitate collaborations between them
through student projects as part of the Urban Sustainability Challenge. This not only helps the
student to work collaboratively with external organisations, giving them opportunities to test
their ideas for new solutions and give them a wider range of knowledge and skills relevant for
their own future employability, it also provides the company or public authority with access
to the latest research and knowledge for application in the real world.
A number of stakeholders presented their organisations and the work they are undertaking
to achieve the development of a Smart Sustainable City. Mr. Le Quoc Cuong, Deputy Director
of the Department of Information and Communications, said that the project’s strategic task
focused on building four core pillars: the Shared Data and Open Data Ecosystem; an Intelligent
Operations Centre; the Centre for Socio Economic Simulation and Forecast; and the City
Information Security Centre.
Mr. Nguyen Quoc Cuong, Director of Binh Duong Department of Science and Technology
shared experience on how Binh Duong has developed a Smart City based on their strong
industrial potential, infrastructure and new cities which were planned following the
international standards. Binh Duong has been working with Eindhoven city in the Netherlands
as a strategic cooperation partner where the ‘Triple Helix Model’, with its engagement of
Enterprise, Universities and Public Governance, is the key enabler for synchronous and
sustainable development, placing citizens and enterprises at the center. In this way, the
Province of Binh Duong is able to gradually transform the economy towards services and hightech production, build a dynamic and creative living environment, attract talent, promote
added value, reach the goal of the intelligent communities forum (ICF’s criteria) and welcome
the rise of 4.0 industry.
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Participants shared their expertise and experience in an open and lively discussion panel.
Topics included: how Higher Education Institutes are responding to the Human Resource
demands for Smart Sustainable Cities; the successful key elements required for the creation
of better public and private linkages in the development of the smart sustainable city model;
how to gather and lead the young people with environmental knowledge understand the
main concerns of young people to give them a platform. The roundtable speakers and
participants then had an engaging discussion on start-up dynamics, especially for
environmental public communication and media, and whether there is a difference between
employees with and without training on sustainable and smart city knowledge in their
companies.

The involvement of Higher Education Institutions and Stakeholders in Smart
Sustainable City Development, Hanoi, 7 May 2019
The official Final Conference & Workshop for SAUNAC brought together over 100 delegates
in Hanoi on 8 May 2019 to understand the progress of the SAUNAC partnership, its impact on
Higher Education in Vietnam and how universities are driving forward innovative solutions in
the achievement of Smart Sustainable Cities. Delegates included the widest range of
stakeholders including universities, companies, public authorities and students.
Hosted by Vietnam National University (VNU), the event was opened by Mr Vu Hoang Linh,
Vice Rector of VNU University of Science, who noted the appropriateness of the workshop’s
theme in relation to the VNU University of Science’s training development strategy, which is
aimed at conducting research in basic and applied science. He stressed that over the previous
two years, five European and six Vietnamese partner universities have been working together
in the SAUNAC project.
It was noted that the partnership has yielded significant results by improving the quality of
training activities and enhancing linkages between universities and businesses as part of the
drive to boost the development of sustainable smart cities in Vietnam. Tom Corrie, Deputy
Head of Cooperation and Development Section - European Union Delegation to Vietnam,
underlined that higher education is a priority for both Europe and the Vietnamese
government. He reminded delegates of the significance of Erasmus+ Capacity Building in
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Higher Education (CBHE) projects and their role in modernising and reforming higher
education institutions, developing new curricula, improving governance, and developing
relationships between higher education institutions and enterprises.
The event hosted a panel discussion on the value to universities and stakeholders on the work
carried out and the relationships that have been established, building on previous stakeholder
to date in order to act as a multiplier for deepening relationships and widening stakeholder
networks. Associate Professor Nguyen Thi Van Ha of Ho Chi Minh City University of Natural
Resources and Environment suggested that working internationally, better engaging
stakeholders and delivering lectures between universities at the same time were some of the
benefits felt by her university.
The need for universities to work internationally to solve shared global sustainability
commitments was reinforced by Professor Cyrille Krul from Utrecht University of Applied
Science who suggested “none of us have the solution on our own…universities have a clear
role to play, together, to find solutions for sustainability”. Signify Company (formerly Philips
Lighting) believes strong trust between universities and companies is possible, following the
positive experience of collaboration with Utrecht University of Sciences and Vietnamese
universities. Well-prepared students are extremely valuable for companies and SAUNAC is
helping to facilitate this.
Panel members agreed that persisting with university/company collaboration can bring great
results for both and students in the short- and medium-term. If universities invest time and
effort in these relationships they can bring significant research potential in the longer term.
As students start to apply technical knowledge to real-life company problems, the company
gains business solutions, the student gains work skills, the university wins new collaborations,
and the public sector can achieve strategies for sustainability.
Vietnamese university partners agreed that the most valuable aspects coming from the
SAUNAC project for them are from the implementation of Active Learning, embedding the
Triple Helix approach to delivery, and ensuring that activity is outcome oriented. In addition,
the delivery structure is at the core of SAUNAC and has helped to create a sustainable
partnership between universities in Vietnam that will continue into the future.

Stakeholder meeting and cooperation possibility for Sustainable Smart City, Hue, 1
October 2019.
One additional event took place in the city of Hue on 1 May 2019, attended by 100 delegates
from companies, universities, policy makers and city and province governors. It had the goal
of consolidating further the learning from SAUNAC project, targeted specifically at
stakeholders in Hue and embedding activity into perhaps the most significant stakeholder at
the Province of Thua Thien Hue. The event also focused on Exploitation of SAUNAC results
with workshops focused on the legacy of SAUNAC deliverables beyond the life of the project
activity.
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The event was opened with a speech from The Vice President of the Province, Mr Phan Thien
Dinh, who praised the work of SAUNAC partners and related its work to the strategy of the
Province to become a ‘Green, Clean and Bright’ place to live and work, stressing that the focus
on education, starting in schools but reaching everyone, was key to the success of this
strategy.
The event provided partners with an opportunity to highlight to the delegates how
stakeholder engagement and collaboration was having significant impact in their universities
and cities. Some of the presented highlights are indicated below.
National University of Civil Engineering – NUCE
NUCE have established a number of stakeholder relationships with regional stakeholders
including those indicated in the image below.

Stakeholder networks have been well established and NUCE is now working towards:
- More agreements for joint research with other local authorities;
- Seeking funding from companies/stakeholders, NGOs
- Delivery of a training course for stakeholder on SSVC
- Exchange of staff between Vietnamese and International companies/stakeholders
- Co-operation between U-A/U-I on planning and designing SSVC
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Hue University of Sciences – HUS
HUS has successfully engaged a wider audience than those staff directly involved in the
SAUNAC partnership through a number of Train the Trainer events delivered in Hue on
training Human Resource in Environment and Training on Human Resources for social needs
carried out in 2017 and 2018.
The university has brought stakeholders into delivery through the development and
introduction of a new major in Environmental Engineering with the inclusion of the course
“Design of Smart Sustainable Cities Projects” which offers students optional project-based
topics to work on, namely Social Sustainability, Sustainable Entrepreneurship, Engineering
Smart Sustainable Cities and Urban Sustainability Challenge with regional stakeholders.
These methods have been expanded further by applying the new teaching methods into its
International Master program in Savanakhet University –Laos.
Considering both the learning from SAUNAC and the needs of both students and companies
HUS is now focusing attention on:
-

Improvements to the wider curriculum structures to bring real life and industry
needs into the curriculum;
Increasing the practical elements in teaching for students;
Mainstreaming new teaching methods across the university, including flipped
classrooms, blending learning and project based activity;
Tight cooperation with stakeholders in training and job markets and particularly
working closely with the Province at the strategy and policy level.

Workshop on environmental human resources for social demands at HUS
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Companies join to train for students

Recruitment event for Environment’s student

Ho Chi Minh City University of Natural Resources and Environment – HCMUNRE
HCMUNRE has played a significant role in the stakeholder engagement activities within
SAUNAC project in its role as Work Package Leader for the stakeholder network activity.
In addition to establishing a new E-Learning programme, training 9 teachers on SSVC and
new teaching methods, as well as 15 students attending pilot training together with students
from Haiphong the university has also run 4 student projects on topics including waste
management, solar energy and bike share, in cooperation with stakeholder organisations.
The university has also established a university nework on Smart Sustainable Cities which
brings the start of a coordinated approach to stakeholder working in the city.
These activities are leading to ‘win win’ fruitful relationships with external stakeholder
organisations including:
-

Increased trust and more sustainable relationships with enterprises, government, and
civil society;
The introduction of new stakeholders (in Binh Duong, in IT, solar energy, Smart
transportation, etc.) and new network;
Creation of new driving forces, new concepts and challenges for research and
teaching;
The facilitation of jobs for both students and teachers

In addition, SAUNAC is the first ERASMUS funding project for HCMUNRE. Due to SAUNAC, the
University staff were trained and they are capable to prepare three additional proposals
which were recently approved by the EU and ERASMUS.
Final official stakeholder workshop
The afternoon of the event in Hue provided an opportunity for delegates to assist in the future
embedding of the SAUNAC legacy. A workshop took place for all companies, public bodies
and universities in attendance. In order to understand fully the remaining needs and
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improvements required to further embed stakeheolder work with universities, the workshops
took place in Vietnamese to enable participants to fully express their thoughts.
Participants worked in groups and discussed a number of questions and topics related to how
stakeholders could be more involved in university cooperation.
A desire to see a greater collaboartion aorund internships, linked to research opportunities
was a core feature of many discussions. Collaboration between universities and science parks
and start up incubators to develop new products and drive innovation through hte application
of research and stimulation of further research was also a strong feature of discussions.
Some of the barriers identified that are stopping this kind of activity from flourishing were
identified as the percived risk of hiring students who have a lack of skills, a lack of funding for
research activities and strat up projects, a lack of policy to encourage such collaborations and
essentially, the limited awareness within both universities and companies about where the
opportunities for collaboration are.

Week of Ho Chi Minh City Innovation, Start-ups and Entrepreneurship 2019
Continuing on from activities in 2017, HCMC was supported by the Embassy of Finland to
organize the ‘Week of Ho Chi Minh City Innovation, Startups and Entrepreneurship 2019’
event, which took place over 2 days in October 2019. During the event, the HCMUNRE team
(including Professor Ha and 8 students) and one of the SAUNAC member attended.
Attending this activity provided a chance for HEIs to build up relationship and cooperation
with many stakeholders such as: Education Alliance 4.0, ACIS, Negendo, Trang education,
Green Joy (produce natural straws, Marvy studio, Gara Stem, Saomai, SHub classroom, ViHaT.
Students gained many ideas and support for their projects.
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3 Stakeholder Engagement
Introduction
This section includes a series of tables that detail stakeholder engagement by Vietnamese
partner institutions during the SAUNAC project. Information is provided on the types of
stakeholder engaged; how relationships were started; the reasons that each stakeholder
relationship was developed from both the university and the stakeholder perspective; the
focus of discussions; difficulties encountered; the plans for future work and the potential
barriers to future work.
The tables below demonstrate good progress in working with stakeholders during the
duration of the SAUNAC project. In many cases this work has built on pre-existing
relationships but SAUNAC has provided a new focus and led to development of new
collaborations. Some completely new relationships have also been formed. Accounts of work
with stakeholders have been summarised in the following series of tables.
While this work with stakeholders has led, and is leading, to positive outcomes for the partner
universities, their students and the stakeholder organisations involved, there may be
potential to develop local networks within each of the partner cities. To progress this a
workshop will be held in Ho Chi Minh City during May 2019. This is discussed further under
‘next steps’.

Tables detailing stakeholder collaborations
Ho Chi Minh University of Natural Resources and Environment (HCMUNRE)
HCMC Environmental Protection Agency (HEPA) – Department of Natural Resources and
Environment (DONRE): http://hepa.gov.vn/content/home.php
How the relationship
- HCMUNRE has a long-term relationship with HEPA and
started
DONRE, however this year both started to cooperate on smart
and sustainable cities.
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Reason for
engagement

Reasons for
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions

Difficulties
encountered
Plans for current and
future work
Potential barriers to
future work

- Many graduate students from HCMUNRE worked at HEPA.
- HCMUNRE wants to know what and how HEPA implements
Smart Sustainable Cities in their routine works so the
university can explore potential cooperation for research
projects.
- Support the University on education.
- Support student projects.
- Enhance knowledge about SAUNAC.
- What is the organisation’s role in the HCMC smart city
project?
- How can HCMUNRE adapt its routine work to suit the needs of
DONRE?
- What are the organisation’s interests?
- What does the organisation think about traditional markets?
- What is the problem with water quality monitoring in HCMC?
- Potential for student projects.
None
- Continue working on the present cooperation issues.
- Continue the internship program at HEPA and research
studies.
- Budget for research study.
- Work overload at HEPA.

Institute of Computer Science and Technology (HCMC Department of Science and
Technology) www.icst.org.vn
How the relationship
- DOST plays a key role in HCMC smart city project.
started
- DOST introduced ICST to HCMUNRE to support student
projects on SSCs.
Reason for
- DOST are experts on smart tools and techniques for SSCs.
engagement
- DOST has research funding.
- DOST has student research support programs/policies.
Reasons for
- Support the University on education.
stakeholder interest
- Find potential research students for projects.
- Long-term cooperation on human resource building capacity.
Focus of discussions
- ICST application to build up the Smart and Sustainable City
Model.
- Potential for student projects.
- Can DOST provide a lecturer or key speaker for SSCs training
program at HCMUNRE?
- DOST’s capacity and equipment for research on smart tools
and techniques applied for SSCs.
Difficulties
- Information technology is new knowledge for environmental
encountered
students.
- Students need to learn more.
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Plans for current and
future work
Potential barriers to
future work

- Information experts did not understand the environmental
demands.
- Student project and internship program.
- Invite lecturers.
- Students’ limited IT knowledge.

City Environmental Company in HoChiMinh City (Citenco) http://www.citenco.com.vn/
How the relationship
started

Reason for
engagement

Reasons for
stakeholder interest

Focus of discussions

Difficulties
encountered
Plans for current and
future work

Potential barriers to
future work

- Leaders and staff at Citenco are former students of the
University.
- Started to discuss smart cities and smart waste management
models with Citenco.
- Citenco’s responsibility and experience on waste management
- Cooperation on student projects and practices.
- Citenco’s cooperation or interest in working with residents or
the public.
- Support the University on education.
- Cooperation on waste sortation programs at HCMC.
- Cooperation between HCMUNRE and Citenco training center
on waste management.
- Student projects and internship program.
- Provide voluntary staff for waste sorting program.
- Visit treatment facilities.
- Conduct professional training program about waste treatment
and management in European countries.
None.
-

Continuing the student project and internship program.
Jointly organize the green future program student campaign.
Students can participate on waste management activities in
HCMC.
None.

Thu Thiem Tunnel Management Board - HCMC Department of Transportation and Public
services - http://www.hamsongsaigon.com.vn/
How the relationship
- This was the first meeting with Thu Thiem TMB.
started
- The University established the new relationship due to the
SAUNAC program.
- DOTPS introduced Thu Thiem TMB to the University.
Reason for
- Thu Thiem TMB manage smart transportation management at
engagement
HCMC.
- Thu Thiem TMB also mange green space, green infrastructure
in the city.
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Reasons for
stakeholder interest

Focus of discussions

Difficulties
encountered
Plans for current and
future work

Potential barriers to
future work

- Interest in student projects and support on one student
project.
- Support the University on education.
- Support students’ projects.
- Enhance knowledge about SAUNAC
- Thu Thiem TMB want SAUNAC help them to visit and learn
about Smart City models in Europe.
- Learn about Thu Thiem management activities.
- Thu Thiem TMB’s role in green space and transportation
management system.
- Visits to Thu Thiem TMB’s facilities on management
transportation using camera and information management
systems.
- Explore cooperation practice in the company.
No, this was the first meeting but they were great and helpful.
- Start cooperating on student projects and the internship
program.
- Explore how to maximize the application of a transportation
database and build up green space for cities.
None.

Hoang Ha Company: http://hoangha-engineering.com.vn/
How the relationship
- Started to work with Hoang Ha 3 years ago on the internship
started
program.
- Invited experts from Hoang Ha to present about solar energy
for the pilot training at HCMUNRE.
Reason for
- Support student projects and internship program.
engagement
Reasons for
- Support the University on education.
stakeholder interest
- Support two student projects.
- The University has more experience working with private
enterprises .
Focus of discussions
- How private companies can support SAUNAC students with
learning and research.
- Sharing experiences on start up for small enterprises.
Difficulties
encountered
Plans for current and
- Continuing the student project and internship program.
future work
- Invite lecturers.
- After Hoang Ha, HCMUNRE continue to sign MoUs with three
private companies who gave scholarships to students and
provide materials and a chance for training students on design
tools/programs and the environment.
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Potential barriers to
future work

None.

Citenco: SAUNAC students learn
about how solid waste is
managed at HCMC.

Citenco: Students participate in
the waste sorting game and
practice the waste sorting system.

Citenco: SAUNAC students learn
how to integrate smart tools on
waste management.
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HEPA: SAUNAC students listen
to a presentation by Mrs.
Nguyen Ngoc Thanh, Vice
director of HEPA.

Institute of Computer Science and
Technology: After listening to the
presentation from the manager of the
Institute of Computer Science and
Technology, SAUNAC students visit
different enterprises in the centre and
team up with their staff for discussion
on start-ups and how the information
system can affect the business. This
enabled a new connection with the
Institute’s companies.

Institute of Computer Science and
Technology: SAUNAC students learn
about innovation, IT and have
discussions with some incubation
companies on smart solutions for City
management.
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Thu Thiem Tunnel Management
Board: Students try HCMC’s smart
transportation app.

Thu Thiem Tunnel Management
Board: SAUNAC students learn
about camera systems and their
operation.

Hanoi University Civil Engineering (HUCE)
College of Urban Works Construction (CUWC)
How the relationship
- HUCE signed the MoU.
started
- HUCE sent students to the college to learn about the onsite
construction works: water and wastewater works.
Reason for
- HUCE and CUWC have exchanged partnerships, staffs and
engagement
students.
Reasons for
- Co-operation based on MoUs.
stakeholder interest
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Focus of discussions
Difficulties
encountered
Plans for current and
future work
Potential barriers to
future work

VIWASE – Consultant
How the relationship
started
Reason for
engagement
Reasons for
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions
Difficulties
encountered
Plans for current and
future work
Potential barriers to
future work

Collaboration in onsite training for students.
Students that graduate from CUWC would continue to study in
NUCE over 2 years to get a Bachelor of Engineering degree.
The cooperation will continue for more than 10 years/ HUCE is
thinking of renewing the training programs of NUCE students at
CUWC, however not much progress has yet been made.
Continue implementing the signed MoUs.

- HUCE started some joint research projects on environmental
engineering and consultancy.
- HUCE planned to develop joint project that involvestudents in
their last year
- Internships.
- VIWASE is interested in recruiting students (graduated
students, 4th year students).
- Sign MoUs andAgreements.
- Networking.
- VIWASE is very busy, sometimes students did not receive
enough instruction to fulfil the tasks.
- Research and technology transfer, work on a specific project.
The biggest difficulty is to systematically follow up the
relationship, to integrate the enterprise into the training
programs, to formalise the collaboration by signing MoUS, and
agreements that bring benefits to all partners.

Hai Phong Water Supply JSC - Government - service company
How the relationship
- Professional network.
started
Reason for
- Real life problems, more diversity of problems.
engagement
Reasons for
- Interesting topic, to solve problems the company is facing.
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions
- Provide real life learning for students.
Difficulties
- The company is located in Haiphong, 90km from Hanoi,
encountered
therefore students can only visit the company 1-2 times
during their study years. Not much interaction between
students and company.
Plans for current and
- Send students for field trips to the company in Hai Phong.
future work
- Technology and research collaboration.
Potential barriers to
- The biggest difficulty is to systematically follow up the
future work
relationship, to integrate the enterprise into the training
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programs, to formalise the collaboration by signing MoUS
and agreements that bring benefits to all partners.

Hydro Vaccuum - Pump Supplier
How the relationship
- Professional network.
started
Reason for
- Support our students with internships.
engagement
Reasons for
- Consultancy: chance for marketing, sales, project, to enter the
stakeholder interest
market.
Focus of discussions
- Organize technical workshops.
- Visiting lecturers for students in the field of water pumps
and water intake structures.
Difficulties
The company’s headquarters is in Poland and there are few
encountered
employees in the Hanoi office, so it is difficult for them to allocate
people to support students’ needs.
Plans for current and Organize workshops for students once a year.
future work
Potential barriers to
The biggest difficulty is to systematically follow up the relationship,
future work
to integrate the enterprise into the training programs, to formalise
the collaboration by signing MoUs and agreements that bring
benefits to all partners.
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NUCE 4th year student training on site program at CUWC

NUCE students visit Hai Phong Water supply company
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NUCE students receive scholarship from private companies for their outstanding
achievement in study and research

Hue University of Sciences
Issues identified during the above relationships
Difficulties
- New topic, diverse problems, cross cutting issues, not a
encountered
specific problem - difficult to overcome  to overcome the
problem, the modules should be integrated and information
shared with EU partners.
- Business contact is busy all the time. Working with students
and academia is not their priority and daily schedules mean it
is difficult to get an appointment --> need good planning,
networking.
- The stakeholder gives the tasks to students but do not explain
how to solve them, the students have to struggle by
themselves  students should learn from literature, the
module should provide them with a set of methodologies and
commit to understanding the overall status at the beginning
of student project
Plans for current and
- To discuss and to learn about the organisations’ needs.
future work
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Potential barriers to
future work

- To include the stakeholder problems in the teaching materials,
the stakeholder will give feedback and choose the best option
going forward.
- In the meantime, discuss and develop new ideas, new
collaboration.
- To develop stronger Triple helix- collaborations.
- To use SAUNAC as a platform to follow up activities to
maintain the collaborations in future projects, to include new
partners.
- The biggest difficulty is to systematically follow up the
relationship, to integrate the enterprise into the training
programs, to formalise the collaboration by signing MoU and
agreements that bring benefits to all partners.
- IESE, NUCE - the institute can act as the bridge to facilitate the
collaborations where a student is one part of the partnership.

Thua Thien Hue Water Supply Joint Stock Company (HueWACO)
How the
- Cooperation in solving the company problems relative to
relationship started
water quality and student practical work.
Reason for
- Student projects, student practice.
engagement
Reasons for
- Working with education institutes helps to improve
stakeholder interest
students’ skills.
Focus of discussions
- Every year Hue sends students to practice in the company.
- Attending the workshop organized by HUS.
- Analysing the water quality parameter in Huong river and
water supply.
Difficulties
NA
encountered
Plans for current
- Continue working with the present cooperation issues.
and future work
- Study water quality and saving.
Potential barriers to
- Changes to the Board of Directors.
future work
Hue Urban Environment and Public Works Joint Stock Company (HEPCO)
How the
- Contracted to study on the landfill leachate, solid waste
relationship started
collection, and urban wastewater.
- Send students to intern in the company.
Reason for
- Doing research to solve the problems.
engagement
Reasons for
- Improving the academic knowledge for company researchers
stakeholder interest
in solving the problems.
Focus of discussions
- Every year we send students to practice in the company.
- Study on the landfill leachate in the Thuy Phuong landfill.
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Difficulties
encountered
Plans for current
and future work
Potential barriers to
future work

- Investigation of solid waste that blocked the urban drainage
wastewater.
- Invited the researcher from HEPCO to give a seminar for
students and faculties.
Not applicable
Continuing the present cooperation issues.
Not applicable.

Quality Assurance and Test Center 2 (QUATEST 2): Public Centre
How the
- Leaders and researchers from Center attended the graduate
relationship started
course at the Faculty of Environmental Science.
Reason for
- Student projects and practice.
engagement
Reasons for
- Building capacity for research centers and contribute to
stakeholder interest
improving the students’ skills.
Focus of discussions
- Sending the students to practice with modern instruments at
the center. Attending the workshop.
Difficulties
NA
encountered
Plans for current
- Continuing the present cooperation and joint research on
and future work
food and water safety in the future.
Potential barriers to NA
future work
VINABOOK: Business
How the
relationship started
Reason for
engagement
Reasons for
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions

Difficulties
encountered
Plans for current
and future work
Potential barriers to
future work

- Cooperation in training for some practical issues and soft
skills.
- Jointly organize the workshop on the social labour demand
and soft skills training.
- The company has the chance to help students.
- Jointly organize the workshops.
- Invited to train the students in soft skills.
- Send students to practice in the company.
NA
- Continuing the present cooperation.
- In the future, we will discuss how to establish a student job
support centre.
NA
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HueWACO: Mr. Truong Cong Nam, Director of
HueWACO speaks at the conference in 2018

QUATEST 2: Mr. Nguyen Huu Trung (ViceDirector) introduces center activities to
students

VINABROOK: A representative from VINABOOK
providing soft skills training for students

HueWACO: Students from the Faculty of
Environmental Science learning in
HueWACO

Institute of Environment and Natural
Resources: Students from the Faculty of
Environmental Science learning by
sharing experiences.
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The results of student by applying the new knowledge and study methods from Hackathon
training and building capacity in Hue University, October, 2019.
Da Nang University of Technology (DUT)
Danang Urban Environment Company (DaNangURENCO)
How the
relationship started
Reason for
engagement
Reasons for
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions
Difficulties
encountered
Plans for current
and future work

- Cooperation in solving the problems relative to landfill leachate,
solid waste.
- Sent students to practice in the company.
- Student projects, student practice.
- Research how to solve the problems.
- Cooperating in a number of research projects.
- Improving academic knowledge for company researchers to
solve the problems.
- Every year DUT sends students to practice in the company.
- Attending the workshop organized by DUT.
NA
- Continuing the present cooperation issues.
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Potential barriers to
future work

- Academic exchange, research and technology transfer with the
company.
- NA

Da Nang Drainage and Wastewater treatment company
How the
- Cooperation in solving the problems relative to water quality,
relationship started drainage and wastewater treatment.
- Send students to practice in the company.
Reason for
- Student projects, student practice.
engagement
- Research how to solve the problems.
Reasons for
- Cooperating on a number of research projects.
stakeholder interest - Improving academic knowledge for company researchers to
solve the problems.
Focus of discussions - Every year DUT sends students to practice in the company.
- Attending the workshop organized by DUT.
Difficulties
NA
encountered
Plans for current
- Continuing the present cooperation issues.
and future work
- Academic exchange, research and technology transfer with the
company.
Potential barriers to NA
future work

Danang Urban Planning Institute (DUPI)
How the
- Cooperate on urban water supply and drainage, sustainable
relationship started
development.
Reason for
engagement
Reasons for
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions
Difficulties
encountered
Plans for current
and future work
Potential barriers to
future work

- Student projects, student practice.
- Cooperating on a number of research projects.
- Attending the workshop organized by DUT.
- Explore cooperation practices in the institution.
NA
- Continue working with the present cooperation issues.
- Academic exchange, research projects with the institution.
NA

Da Nang Department of Natural resources and Environment (DanangDONRE)
How the
relationship started

- Scientists from the department were invited to participate in the
master's thesis review in the Faculty of the Environment.
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Reason for
engagement

Reasons for
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions

Difficulties
encountered
Plans for current
and future work
Potential barriers to
future work

- Researchers from the department attended the graduate course
in the Faculty of the Environment.
- Jointly organize the environment workshop.
- Student projects, students practice.
- Research how to solve the problems.
- Internship and undergraduate theses at DONRE.
- Improving academic knowledge for the department researchers
to solve the problems.
- Contribute to improving the students’ knowledge and skills.
- Every year DUT sends students to practice in the department.
- Attending the workshop organized by DUT.
- Potential for student projects.
NA
- Continuing the present cooperation.
- Exchange of study programs, academic projects, seminars,
conferences.
NA

Further information:
Responding to World Water Day 2019 with the theme "Water for all - Leaving no one behind",
Da Nang’s Department of Natural Resources and Environment, in cooperation with Faculty of
Environment (FE), Danang University of Science and Technology (DUT), organized propaganda
activities around saving and using water efficiently as part of Danang’s mission to become a
smart sustainable city.

Students of FE, DUT were ready for the propaganda activities
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Students of FE, DUT signed a water saving commitment at the event

Hai Phong University (HU)
Haiphong UNRENCO - Trang Cat Solid Waste Treatment Complex
How the
relationship started

Reason for
engagement
Reasons for
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions

Difficulties
encountered
Plans for current
and future work
Potential barriers to
future work

The matter of solid waste treatment in Trang Cat Complex has
long been a controversial issue that has raised arguments among
citizens and organizations.
This is the first time HU has made contact with students who take
part in the SAUNAC pilot course to get information.
Inspired by SSVC’s idea, HU contacted Trang Cat Complex to gain
a deeper insight into real problems and sharing stories for our
students through real case study.
To prove that Trang Cat Complex’s method of disolving solid
waste is the most suitable in the current situation and friendly
and safe for the environment.
-Students projects
- What is the organisations current method for solid waste
treatment?
- What was the problem?
- How was the problem solved?
No
Continuing working with the present cooperation issues.
No
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Haiphong University - Faculty of Civil Engineering
How the
relationship started

Reason for
engagement

Reasons for
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions
Difficulties
encountered
Plans for current
and future work
Potential barriers to
future work

The great number of former HU students from this faculty are
now playing an important part in constructing the city.
HU has been keeping contact with the students to send them to
take part in internship courses in the companies.
Knowledge from the project on smart cities is of great
importance to students of the faculty, especially in the current
era. HU hopes to provide them with the knowledge to build
smart cities.
The knowledge learned from the module can be of great support
to the existing knowledge on construction.
- Support University on education.
- Support students’ projects.
No
Student projects.
No

Planning Institute of Haiphong City
How the
relationship started
Reason for
engagement
Reasons for
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions

Difficulties
encountered

Through previous contact.
Student projects.
Support Haiphong University to improve training quality;
Hope to develop Haiphong City into a a smart and sustainable
city.
- The organisations role on master planning and construction of
the city.
- What needs to be considered in planning related to real
situation of the city?
- What were the problems found?
- Potential for student projects.
- Can they provide lecturer or key speaker for SSCs training
program at HU?
- Time constrains of officials at CITENCO.
- Students need to have more knowledge in real working
environment.
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Plans for current
and future work
Potential barriers to
future work

- Student project.
- Invite speakers.
- Work overload at the Institute.

Nguyen Hoang Long – Son Ha Joint Stock Company
How the
relationship started
Reason for
engagement
Reasons for
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions
Difficulties
encountered
Plans for current
and future work
Potential barriers to
future work

The company had a good relationship with HU.
- Their responsibility and experiences in manufacturing and
construction.
- Support the University on education.
- Support students’ projects.
- Visit their facilities.
- Explore cooperation practices in the company.
No
Start cooperating on student projects.
None

Further information:

Students share the
experiences,
understanding and
learning
methods
they have gained
from the process of
attending
the
SAUNAC project with
other students
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A Talk Show was held with
the hope to share learning
experiences and methods.
By applying the new
knowledge
and
study
methods, the students at
the talk show set up and
carried out a Hackathon
game during the Seminar.
Inspired by the topic
“Dormitory of Haiphong
University”, all participating
students were divided into 6
groups and required to
develop their own ideas
step by step: discussing and
forming an idea, building up
the idea and doing a
presentation. As a result, 6
distinguishing ideas were
outlined, including building
a green dormitory by
planting trees and flowers
on the top floor and
alongside
balconies,
planning school routes,
designing emission filter
pads, structuring a smart
parking area in the
dormitory, and reusing
household sewage for
watering trees. Among
these ideas, the most
impressive one voted for by
the teachers and attendants
was the smart parking area
in the dormitory.
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Students who attended the SAUNAC dry run on March, 2018 visit to Trang Cat Solid Waste
Treatment Complex.
Students from Haiphong University took Module 2 - Design for Social Sustainability delivered
by Ass. Prof. Phan Nhu Thuc – Da Nang University of Technology in January 2019 and Module
4 – Smart and Sustainability Engineering delivered by Ass. Prof. Nguyen Thi Van Ha – HCMC
University of Natural Resources and Environment in May 2019 as their compulsory module in
their bachelor programme.
Module 2 classroom:
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Module 4 classroom:

Students from Haiphong University who took module 4 are ready for fieldtrip with lectueres
from HCMUNRE.
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Students visit and study at Thanh Phuong mechanical company in module 4.

Students visit and study at waste water treatment in module 4..
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Students visit and study at Trang Cat landfill in Hai Phong in module 4.

VNU University of Science (VNU- HUS)
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (MONRE): http://monre.gov.vn/
How the relationship
- VNU has a long-term relationship with MONRE. However,
started
since mid of 2018, former Dean of the Faculty of
Environmental Sciences of VNU-HUS was promoted to
Director of the Department of Environmental Impact
Assessment and he committed to support SAUNAC and smart
and sustainable cities project.
- Many graduate students from VNU-HUS are now working
MONRE.
Reason for
- Policy and political support for SSVC and fund for research
engagement
projects.
Reasons for
- Support the University on education.
stakeholder interest
- Support student projects.
- Provide funding for research projects.
Focus of discussions
- Policy on SSVC development.
Difficulties
No
encountered
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Plans for current and
future work
Potential barriers to
future work

- Propose and develop new programs on SSVC.
- No

Hanoi Environment and Natural Resources Department (DONRE):
http://tnmtnd.hanoi.gov.vn/index.php
How the relationship
- VNU has a long-term relationship with DONRE and EPA of
started
Hanoi.
- Many graduate students from VNU-HUS are working work at
DONRE and EPA and have held many important position there.
Reason for
- DONRE is not only responsible for natural resources and
engagement
environment but also responsible for land management in
Hanoi. It is a good way for VNU to develop cooperation on city
development and smart cities.
Reasons for
- Provide high quality graduates.
stakeholder interest
- Support collaboration projects.
- Improve students’ knowledge about smart cities.
Focus of discussions
- What is the organisations role in the Hanoi smart city
projects?
- What are the organisations interests?
- What is the problem with waste management in Hanoi?
- Potential collaboration projects.
Difficulties
No
encountered
Plans for current and
- Continue the research projects with Hanoi EPA.
future work
Potential barriers to
- The deep involvement of the HEIs into the SSVC development.
future work

Hanoi Urban Environmental One Member Limited Company (URENCO)
http://urenco.com.vn/en/
How the relationship
- Many staff from URENCO are former students of VNU-HUS
started
- Developing a waste management system that could be used in
the achievement of SSVC.
Reason for
- URENCO is responsible for waste management.
engagement
- Support student internships and research.
Reasons for
- VNU-HUS provide a high quality labour force for UNRENCO.
stakeholder interest
- Cooperate on waste treatment/management programs.
Focus of discussions
- Student projects and internship programs.
- Organise a training program on waste treatment and
management.
Difficulties
No
encountered
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Plans for current and
future work
Potential barriers to
future work

- Continuing the student project and internship program.
- Providing a labour force for UNRENCO.
No

Hanoi Department of Construction (DOC)
http://www.soxaydung.hanoi.gov.vn/
How the relationship
- VNU-HUS set up new project and contact with DOC.
started
- VNU-HUS introduced DOC to EU partners for joint H2020
project on monitoring and improving water quality of lakes in
Hanoi.
Reason for
- DOC is responsible for infrastructure in Hanoi.
engagement
- Interest in SSVC.
Reasons for
- To learn about the SSVC model
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions
- The role of DOC in SSC development in Hanoi.
- Explore the opportunity of cooperation in SSVC.
Difficulties
No
encountered
Plans for current and
- Implement the H2020 project.
future work
Potential barriers to
No
future work
Vietnam Project Development company
http://www.vnp-vietnam.vn/
How the relationship
- The relationship with VNP started from 2017 via a renewable
started
energy project relating to W2E, Wind turbines and Solar
farms.
Reason for
- Joint projects.
engagement
- VNP support student projects and internship programs.
Reasons for
- VNU-HUS support scientific works for VNP.
stakeholder interest
- VNU-HUS connected VNP with potential EU partner and donor
agency
Focus of discussions
- W2E, Wind turbine, Solar farm.
Difficulties
No
encountered
Plans for current and
- Connect VNP with Woima and Finnfund.
future work
- Continue renewable energy projects.
- Continue the student project and internship program.
- Invite lecturers.
Potential barriers to
No
future work

FeCon Company:
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https://fecon.com.vn/
How the relationship
started
Reason for
engagement
Reasons for
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions
Difficulties
encountered
Plans for current and
future work
Potential barriers to
future work

- The relationship with Fecon was established at the beginning
of 2018 through a waste to energy project and the
manufacturing of offshore wind turbines
- Joint development projects.
- Support student projects and the internship program.
- VNU-HUS support scientific works for Fecon.
- VNU-HUS connected Fecon with potential EU partner and
donor agency .
- W2E
No
- Continue renewable energy projects (foundation, W2E).
- Continue the student projects and internship program.
- Invite lecturers.
No

Green Urban Institute (GUI)
http://dothixanhvietnam.com/
How the relationship
- The relationship with GUI was established in 2016 in tropical
started
architecture and green urban developments.
Reason for
- Joint development projects.
engagement
- Support student projects and internship program.
Reasons for
- Cooperation in SSVC development and education.
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions
- SSVC in tropical areas.
Difficulties
No
encountered
Plans for current and
- Tropical architecture for SSVC.
future work
- Utilising bamboo as a material for SSVC.
Potential barriers to
No
future work
Investment holding company developing technologies Tan Thanh Phuong
http://tanthanhphuong.com.vn/
How the relationship
- The relationship with GUI was established in 2018 in plastics
started
recycling.
Reason for
- Joint development projects.
engagement
- Support student projects and internship program.
Reasons for
- Cooperation in plastic recovery/recycling.
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions
- Plastic recycling.
Difficulties
No
encountered
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Plans for current and
future work
Potential barriers to
future work

- Joint workshop and project
- New investment in plastic recycling.
No

Center for VNU Development at Hoa Lac Campus
http://cdh.vnu.edu.vn/
How the relationship
- The relationship with GUI was established many years ago
started
under the smart campus project.
Reason for
- Joint development of a smart campus.
engagement
- Support student projects and internship program.
Reasons for
- Develop a new VNU smart campus.
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions
- Smart campuses.
Difficulties
No
encountered
Plans for current and
- Developing marteloscope sites.
future work
- Planning for the new campus that is under construction.
Potential barriers to
No
future work

European Union Delegation to Vietnam
https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/vietnam_en
How the relationship
- The relationship with EU Vietnam was established in 2016
started
under an Erasmus+ program.
Reason for
- Support for strategy and future projects.
engagement
- Support student projects and internship program.
Reasons for
- Support to the development of Vietnam .
stakeholder interest
Focus of discussions
- Capacity building for HEIs in Vietnam.
Difficulties
No
encountered
Plans for current and
- Co-organise the EU Education Fair 2019.
future work
- Getting connected to the EU Embassy of Vietnam for
addtitional support of SSVC program.
Potential barriers to
No
future work

From the list of 357 contacts established in 2017, we selected the potential ones and
developed the initial evaluation of collaboration before and after the SAUNAC program. The
detailed list of potential partners is presented in Appendix 1.
Potential contacts included in the SAUNAC SRM tool
University - City / region
Number of contacts
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DUT / Danang
NUCE / Hanoi
HCMUNRE / Ho Chi Minh City
HUS /Hue
HU / Haiphong
VNU - HUS / Hanoi
Total

23
8
32
18
29
15
125

4. Going Forward
Having successfully held a number of events and meetings with a large number of
stakeholders during the implementation phase and involved a wide number of external
organisations with SAUNAC activity the participating Vietnamese Universities will continue
to cooperate with the identified potential partners to maintain the SAUNAC activities.
The Stakeholder Relationship Management (SRM) tool is held by each Vietnamese partner
and contains a growing number of effectively engaged stakeholder organisations which will
are being rolled out across each university as new collaborations start to develop and
become mainstreamed across other university courses and provision It is available as part of
this report in Appendix 1 and as an electronic file on Podio (authorised users can access this
here).
Partners have agreed to continue to work together, going further in Vietnam to build on the
new Triple Helix approaches being applied to extend this to include the social aspect and
effectively work towards Quadruple Helix approaches to collaboration to ensure community
buy in and enhance the sustainability of partnership working in cities across Vietnam.
A greater appetite for collaboration amongst SAUNAC university partners and companies is
leading to the development of new research collaboration discussions, widening the
involvement of stakeholder organisations in joint research.
The next logical step for ongoing stakeholder engagement is to build upon the effective
arrangements developed to date by the participating Vietnamese universities and to explore
the deepening of these relationships through new activity to formalise existing and develop
new approaches to university-industry collaboration and provide leadership for the HEI
sector in Vietnam as a whole.
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1

SAUNAC Stakeholder Mapping Template HUE UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE

Title

Vietnamese
Name

Organisation Name (Vietnamese)

Organisation Name (English)

Organiation
Type

Job Title

Email

Telephone

Account owner

Rank how
important this
contact is for
STUDENT
PROJECTS (0 =
'not important'
and 10 = 'very

Mr

Joe

Bloggs

Association of Waste Management

Managing Director

j.bloggs@awm.com

Dr

Duong Van Hieu DAI HOC KHOA HOC HUE

HUE UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCES

Public

Dean ofFaculty of
dvhieu@hueuni.edu.vn
Environmental Science Faculty

Prof

Vo Thanh Tung

DAI HOC KHOA HOC HUE

HUE UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCES

Public

Vice-Rector

vothanhtungdhkh@gmail.co
m

Dr

TS. Đặng Thị
Thanh Lộc

Khoa Môi trường, Trường Đại học
Khoa học, Đại học Huế

Faculty of Environment, College of
Science, Hue University

Public

Mr

Trần Ngọc Tuấn, Khoa Môi trường, trường Đại học
ThS
Khoa học - Đại học Huế

Mr

Ông Trần Hữu
Ân, Phó Tổng
Giám Đốc

Rank how
Score your
important
current
this contact is relationship
for
with this
SUSTAINABILI contact (0 =
TY
'no
NETWORKS (0 relationship'
4

Comments (use this
column to make
notes on your
relationship and
existing activities
relating to each
contact)

Re-score your
relationship
with this
contact at the
end of SAUNAC

Notes on SAUNAC
activities

(0 = 'no
relationship' and

84903552884

Duong Van Hieu

10

10

10

10

Project manager

935961369

Duong Van Hieu

6

10

8

10

Project manager

Lecturer

dangthithanhloc@hueuni.edu
914050514
.vn

Duong Van Hieu

8

8

8

10

Trainer

Faculty of Environment, University
Public
of Science - Hue University

Lecturer

trangoctuan@gmail.com

983426449

Duong Van Hieu

9

8

8

10

Trainer

Công ty Cổ phần Môi trường và
Công trình Đô thị Huế (HEPCO)

Hue Urban Environment and
Construction Joint Stock Company
(HEPCO)

not provided

huuan05@yahoo.com

914091363

Duong Van Hieu

6

7

5

8

Stakeholder

Dr

TS.KTS. Đặng
Minh Nam Viện
trưởng

Viện Quy hoạch Xây dựng đô thị
Thừa Thiên Huế

Institute of Urban Planning, Thua
Thien Hue

Public

Director

minhnamdang@gmail.com,vt
0914 126606
hnguyen@gmail.com

Duong Van Hieu

5

8

6

8

Not much

Dr

TS. Hoàng Công
Tín

Khoa Môi trường, trường Đại học
Khoa học Huế

Faculty of Environment, Hue
College of Sciences

Public

not provided

hoangcongtin@gmail.com

949033686

Duong Van Hieu

8

8

8

10

Trainer

Dr

Trần Tuấn Anh,
Giảng viên đại
học

Đại học Khoa học Huế, Khoa kiến
trúc

Hue University of Science, Faculty
of Architecture

Public

University lecturer

ttuananh81@gmail.com

935043890

Duong Van Hieu

6

7

7

7

Collaboration

Prof

TS.Trần Anh
Tuấn

Khoa Môi trường, Đại học Khoa học Faculty of Environment, Hue
Huế
College of Sciences

Public

not provided

tuantrankhmt@gmail.com

914204004

Duong Van Hieu

8

8

8

10

Trainer

Mr

Thái Minh Bảo Điều phối dự án WWF Việt Nam, văn phòng Huế
Thành phố Xanh

WWF Vietnam, Hue office

NGO

Project Coordinator

bao.thaiminh@wwfgreaterm
ekong.org

090 524 10 58

Duong Van Hieu

7

8

6

7

Stakeholder

Dr

TS.KTS. Trần
Đình Hiếu

Trưởng Khoa kiến trúc, ĐH Khoa
học Huế

Hue University of Science

Public

Dean of Architecture Faculty

tdhieu@hueuni.edu.vn

948740214

Duong Van Hieu

6

7

6

6

Stakeholder

Unknown

not provided

Hue Department of Natural
Resources and Environment

Hue Department of Natural
Resources and Environment

Public

not provided

not provided

not provided

Duong Van Hieu

5

7

5

6

Not much

Mr

Ông Hồ Văn
Nhân - Trưởng
Phòng Phát
triển đô thị và

Sở Xây dựng Thừa Thiên Huế

Thua Thien Hue Department of
Construction

Public

Head of Urban Development
and Infrastructure
Department

hvnhan.sxd@thuathienhue.g
ov.vn

not provided

Duong Van Hieu

5

5

5

9

Not much

Mr

Ông Hoàng Đức
Bảo

Công ty VINABOOK

VINABOOK company

Private

Director

ducbao@vinabook.edu.vn;
ducbaous@yahoo.com

Duong Van Hieu

7

9

8

9

Collaboration

Mr

Ông Nguyễn
Hữu Trung

QUATEST 2

QUATEST 2

Public

Vice-Director

huutrungquatest2@gmail.co
m

Duong Van Hieu

8

9

9

9

Collaboration

Director

Duong Van Hieu

7

8

8

9

Visiting speaker

Duong Van Hieu

7

8

8

8

Visiting speaker

Duong Van Hieu

6

9

Not much

Public

Mr

Ông Trương
Công Nam

HUEWACO

HUEWACO

Joint Stocl
company

Dr

Hồ Đắc Thái
Hoàng

Viện Tài nguyên và Môi trường - Đại
học Huế

Institute of Environmental and
Natural Resources-Hue University

Public

Director

Mr

Ông Lê Bá Phúc Sở TNMT Thừa Thiên Huế
Phó Giám đốc

Department of Natural Resources
and Environment of Thua Thien
Hue

Public

Deputy Director

Mr

Phan Thien Dinh

Mr

Truong Minh Den Codes Vietnam
Nguyen Viet
Phòng quản lý đô thị thành phố Huế
Bang
Ho Dang Binh
Công ty Liên Minh Xanh
Công ty khởi nghiệp sáng tạo Việt
Nguyen Huu Long
Nam
Nguyen Truong
Sở TNMT Quảng Trị
Khoa
Công ty đầu tư phát triển cơ sở hạ
Ngo Huu Qui
tầng Phú Bài
Le The Nhan
Codes Vietnam
Nguyen Thanh
Công ty Huetronics
Son

Mr
Mr
Mr
Dr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Nguyen Trong
Huu

Ủy ban nhân dân tỉnh Thừa Thiên Huế Thua Thien Hue People's Committee Public

Trung tâm quan trắc và tài nguyên
môi trường Quảng Trị

not provided

not provided

9

8

Vice-President

Duong Van Hieu

10

10

10

Important

Codes Vietnam
Urban management Sector of Hue
city
Lien Minh Xanh Corp

NGO

Vice-Director

Duong Van Hieu

10

9

9

9

Public

Director

Duong Van Hieu

6

6

7

7

Not much

Private

Vice-Director

Duong Van Hieu

7

7

7

7

Collaboration

Vietnam Startup Innovation Co.Ltd

Private

CEO

Duong Van Hieu

7

8

7

7

Collaboration

Public

Director

Duong Van Hieu

9

8

8

8

Collaboration

Private

Director

Duong Van Hieu

9

8

8

7

Stakeholder

Department of Natural Resources
and Environment of Quang Tri
Phu Bai Investment and
Infrastructure Developmet Co.Ltd
Codes Vietnam

Collaboration

NGO

Director

Duong Van Hieu

8

7

7

8

Stakeholder

Huetronics JSC

Private

Direcctor

Duong Van Hieu

7

8

7

7

Stakeholder

Quang Tri Center for Natural
resources and Environmental
monitoring

Joint Stock
company

Vice-Director

Duong Van Hieu

8

8

8

8

Stakeholder

1

2

APPENDIX 2 – STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP IN HOCHIMINH CITY ON
06/05/2019

1

SUMMARY REPORT
Over 60 delegates attended the “International Workshop on Smart City: Stakeholder Cluster
Development in Vietnam” on 6 May 2019.
The event was hosted by Ho Chi Minh City University of Natural Resources & Environment and
saw discussion and activity to share best practice in engaging stakeholder organisations in the
goals of SAUNAC. The range of stakeholders in attendance was wide and varied and highlighted
the effectiveness of partners’ approach to working within a triple Helix context. In attendance
were university researchers and scientists, state managers from government ministries and
companies.
Delegates included:
Higher Education

Ho Chi Minh City University of Technology
HCMC City National Universiy
HCMC University of Natural Science
Hue University of Sciences
Hai Phong University
Binh Duong University
Thu Dau Mot University and students
Institute for Computational Science and
Technology
Nguyen Tat Thanh University
Turku University
Ultretch University
Manchester M. University

Public Sector Organisations

Ho Chi Minh City Department of Science and
Technology
Department of Information and
Communications
Department of Planning and Architecture
Management Centre of Sai Gon River Tunnel
Representative of the Ministry of Education and
Training in Ho Chi Minh City and Communist
Party
Binh Duong Department of Science and
Technology
Binh Duong smart City project management
board
Binh Duong Department of Construction Binh
Dương Department of Natural Resources
Research Institute of Environment and
Transportation
2

Company Representatives

Sai Gon Giai Phong Newspaper
Hoang Ha Trading –
Construction Manufacturing Ltd. Co.
Ho Chi Minh City Urban Environment Ltd.Co.
FPT
BimPro VN
Sustainable Association of Enterprises
NHC company

The event saw a number of speakers, panel discussions and round table discussions with the aim
of highlighting existing good practice in university-business collaboration, showcasing the
different purpose and perspectives of individual organisations’ involvement in smart cities and
sustainability, and encouraging thinking and debate about how to improve greater cooperation
between industry, HEIs and the public sector.
Highlights included:
-

-

-

-

-

How Binh Duong is developing Smart Cities to international standards working in
partnership with the city of Eindhoven in the Netherlands and applying a strict triple helix
approach to its delivery with the aim of the achievement of a service and high tech
production economy that is able to attract talent to a creative and green living
environment through the embracement of Industry 4.0;
A presentation by the Institute for Computational Science and Technology of the benefits
of an App for developing a network for research on Smart Cities, connecting public
authorities with research and training agencies;
Understanding existing practices carried out in Utrecht and Turku on stakeholder-student
collaboration to meet both student needs and the current and also future skills needs of
employers which work closely with SMEs, municipalities and the Province through
internships and programmes to transfer knowledge driven by demand and practical
research;
How universities in Vietnam are responding to changes in human resource demands for
a modern economy and listening to the views of young people in driving forward
education and training to meet the demands of smart city development as well as a view
from companies about the added value and increased competitiveness they receive by
hiring students with an education in smart cities compared with those that are not;
the involvement of students in the SAUNAC process was highlighted with the
presentation of a number of student projects that have been undertaken across
participating universities, highlighting how collaboration is already happening.

To close the workshop and introduce new opportunities for young people in the city,
Associate Professor Nguyen Thi Van Ha from Ho Chi Minh City University of Natural Resources
and Environment introduced a new training program to build Vietnamese smart and
sustainable cities – SSVCs, which will be organized in 2019. In addition, the Youth Union
invited all universities to participate in the Green Future Programme, organized by Youth
Union of Faculty of Environment, the Youth Union of the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment.
3

APPENDIX 3 – STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP IN HANOI ON 9/05/2019
SUMMARY REPORT
SAUNAC - Sustainability Alliance of Urban Networks in Asian Cities
International Workshop “Smart Sustainable Cities in Vietnam” May 8th, 2019
Over 150 delegates attended the “The involvement of Higher Education Institutions &
Stakeholders in Smart Sustainable City Development” on 8 May 2019.
The event was co-hosted by the Sustainability Alliance of Urban Networks in Asian Cities
(SAUNAC) and VNU University of Science on May 8, 2019 and saw discussion and activity to
share best practice in engaging stakeholder organisations in the goals of SAUNAC.
The range of stakeholders in attendance was wide and varied and highlighted the effectiveness
of partners’ approach to working within a triple Helix context. In attendance were university
researchers and scientists, state managers from government ministries and companies.
Delegates included:
Higher Education

VNU University of Science
Ho Chi Minh City University of Natural
Resources & Environment (HCMUNRE)
National University of Civil Engineering
(NUCE)
Hue University
Hai Phong University
Danang University of Science and
Technology
Phenikaa University
Institute of Environmental Technology,
Hanoi University of Science and Technology
Hanoi technology and trade college
Hanoi Architectural University
Hanoi University of Natural Resources and
Environment (HUNRE)
Vietnam Institute of Geosciences and
Mineral Resources
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Vietnam Academy of Science and
Technology
Foreign Trade University

Public Sector Organisations

Company Representatives

Turku University of Applied Sciences
Polytechnic University of Valencia
Hamburg University of Applied Sciences
HU University of Applied Sciences Utrecht
Manchester Metropolitan University
Embassy of Spain in Hanoi
Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherland
Embassy of Finland in Hanoi
Delegation of the European Union to
Vietnam
Hue Province
Ministry of Construction
DDS Vietnam
Becamex IDC Corp
Woima Corporation
Green urban
Green Design., JSC
Solar Electric Vietnam
Macken Education
Vietnam project development company
Ltd.
Anthurium Ltd., Finland
HTH industrial construction investment JSC.
CTS company
Ricons
Viettel Telecom
BKMIDC
VCEN
Fecon

During the panel discussion and in subsequent sessions, representatives from both relevant
ministries and key stakeholders elaborated on how higher education institutions and
stakeholders were working together to develop sustainable smart cities in Vietnam. In addition,
they worked to devise future solutions and activities in this field, especially to step up cooperation between businesses and academia. The panel discussion deals with: 1) Policy

5

concerning to internationalization of higher education; 2) Joint program in SSCs: advantages
and difficulties; and 3) How stakeholders take part in higher education for SSCs
Students from partner universities presented the results of their research projects. These
results were evaluated by lecturers and participants.

Highlights & results of parallel sessions:
Section 1)

HEI’s Innovation for Vietnamese universities: deliverables of SAUNAC

Questions for discussion:
-

Lesson learnt from/difference before and after SAUNAC project come?
Future needs: discuss/interview VN/EU partners  Summary
What type of support activities?

The key points wrapping up from discussion:
-

-

Change and development in the development of the structure of program curriculum
closer to real life issues
Increase in the practical time for students to and applyproject base methods in teaching
Develop & revise education -programs/syllabus following “practical” and “objectoriented” manner
Teaching and leaning methods: Online, active, staff and students exchange
Experiences/lesson learn from partners, especially from EU : exchange credits b/w
Vietnamese partners and EU
Good curriculum and documents/materials for SSCV (insert to current curriculum) Asean
Uni network Quality Assurance requirement as improve evidences
Project proposal (combination between education and research) topics focus on:
pollutants and health effect (toxicology), water and energy
Establish joint international universities laboratory specialized for educational/ training
and scientific research purposes

Section 2)
-

HEI - Business cooperation: Challenges and Opportunities

Critical thinking, creativity and initiative are the skills that student have not traditionally
undertaken prior to the implementation of the SSVC module
It’s important to give lots of possibilities – not only in SSVC course – for students to
enhance these important competences. However, some found that it is difficult for
students to learn all the 5 competencies in one course because of limitations in the
online learning, that instructors could not fully follow the student competency
development during the course). They suggest limiting one course to implement 2 or 3
competencies to teach and practice among students
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-

-

-

-

-

The methods will work better if the students have more time to investigate and practice
the equipped skills before utilizing them in solving the problem because in the same
time students have to study other courses.
Our experiences from Europe show that it takes time for several years to create a
culture for learning so that students can start learning innovation competences right
away without separate “rehearsal period” (case Project Hatchery from TUAS)
Students should be properly supervised. It would be good to use student tutors; it
would speed up creating the new learning culture. It is a cost-effective way and bring
also (new kind of) competences to tutors (e.g. managerial skills)
In the future, one day (or half a day)/week could be reserved for student projects
without any overlapping lectures or other courses (this has happened in TUAS in the
Faculty of Engineering and Business)
Blended learning is very effective for student to work outside of class, though it is
difficult for lecturer to supervise and assess student learning outcome

Section 3)

Sustainable Smart Cities: Role of HEIs and Stakeholders

This session answers the questions:
-

What knowledge and skills should HEIs teach the students for SSVC?
What knowledge and skills should students have in practice for SSVC?
What are partners’ needs regarding urban sustainability?
What applicable knowledge do partners need for SSVC?
How can HEIs facilitate cooperation between partners (the State, Academia, and
Businesses) for SSVC?

Some key points relating to role of HEIs and Stakeholders:
- It is noted that collaboration with external stakeholder for getting help on student
projects is quite familiar with some lecturers, however still few lecturers mentioned that
this is the first time for them to contact with stakeholder, and it was not successful at
the beginning
- It takes time to create mutual trust between universities and external stakeholders.
Positive and effective experiences (e.g. by making short videos or brochures on added
value for a company from a student project) can be used as references to attract
stakeholders. Additionally, support from more experiences lecturers is important
- Stakeholders could be engaged more to the assessment of students. Additionally, peer
evaluation of students could be introduced
The discussion concluded that analysis and determination of the roles of HEIs and Stakeholders
in building SSCs in Vietnam will be the fundamentals to develop a new curriculum and desired
student skills will be obtained in this curriculum. This curriculum will help students learn how to
do research & enhance theory; how to apply knowledge & skills in practice. This also support
the partners and stakeholders generate applicable knowledge.
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APPENDIX 4 – STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP IN HUE ON 9/05/2019
SUMMARY REPORT
SAUNAC - Sustainability Alliance of Urban Networks in Asian Cities
International Workshop on “Stakeholders meeting and cooperation possibilities for
Sustainability smart cities in Vietnam” October 1th, 2019
Over 100 delegates attended the “Stakeholders meeting and cooperation possibilities for
Sustainability smart cities in Vietnam” on 1st October 2019.
The event was co-hosted by the Sustainability Alliance of Urban Networks in Asian Cities
(SAUNAC) and Hue University of Sciences on October 1st, 2019, workshop was discussion the
engagement and demands for cooperation between Universities and Companies in the goals of
SAUNAC.
The range of stakeholders in attendance was wide and varied and highlighted the effectiveness
of partners’ approach to working within a triple Helix context. In attendance were university
researchers and scientists, state managers from government ministries and companies.
Delegates included:
Higher Education

Hue University of Sciences
VNU University of Science
Ho Chi Minh City University of Natural
Resources & Environment (HCMUNRE)
National University of Civil Engineering
(NUCE)
Hai Phong University
Danang University of Science and
Technology
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Institute of Environmental and Natural
resources, Hue University
Danang Teaching University
Nguyen Van Troi Vocational college
Thua Thien Hue Industrial College
Center for Social Science and Humanity
Savannakhet University, Lao

Public Sector Organisations

Company Representatives

Turku University of Applied Sciences
Polytechnic University of Valencia
Hamburg University of Applied Sciences
HU University of Applied Sciences Utrecht
Manchester Metropolitan University
Thua Thien Hue People’s Committee
Institute of Development Studies
Department of Environmental and Natural
Resources, Thua Thien Hue province
Department of Science and Technology
Department of Plan and Investment
Thua Thien Hue Center of Information
Technology
Center for Intelligent Operation
Hue Urban Planning Sector
Department of Environmental and Natural
resources of Quang Tri Province
Hue WACO
Hue HEPCO
HueTronics
Lien Minh Xanh Corp
Vinabook
Phu Bai Industrial Complete Zone
WWF at Hue
Vietnam Start -up Innovation Co.,Ltd
Hue Central Hospital
Codes Vietnam
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At the workshop, Vice-President of Thua
Thien Hue was talk about the strategy to
develop Thua Thien Hue province become
a sustainability smart city in Vietnam, he
gives a high evaluation for the results that
SAUNAC project achieved and
contribution in Thua Thien Hue
development. And, present what Thua
Thien Hue have done and the demands
for the sustainable development of Thua
Thien Hue province.

During the workshop, Ms. Henna
Knuutila- Project leader introduced the
main activities of SAUNAC over the past
3 years, and future cooperation for
Sustainability smart city in Vietnam.

More information can be downloaded from the media websites as followings:
1. vnanet
https://vnanet.vn/vi/anh/anh-thoi-su-trong-nuoc-1014/thua-thien---hue-hoi-thao-quoc-te-hoptac-xay-dung-thanh-pho-thong-minh-ben-vung-o-viet-nam-4106521.html
2. Hue University
http://hueuni.edu.vn/portal/vi/index.php/News/saunac.html
3. Thừa Thiên Huế newspaper
http://baothuathienhue.vn/xay-dung-do-thi-thong-minh-dua-tren-nhung-dac-diem-loi-therieng-biet-a78015.html
4.Education and morden newspaperhời đại
https://giaoducthoidai.vn/khoa-hoc/lien-ket-cac-thanh-pho-thong-minh-va-ben-vung-o-vietnam-4037107-c.html
5. TRT TV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jPh0HF6gx8
6. TRT TV (meeting with provincial)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0oRhkI14bI
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APPENDIX 5 – Some examples of involvement of stakeholders in SAUNAC stakeholder workshop in Hue

Typology of university – industry linkages

Dot vote the three frequently
occurring U-I linkages in blue
Dot vote three U-I linkages that
need further development in red

1

Firm provides internship, graduation research project,
or other type of project work to Students

2

Firm and university collaborate to organise the
workshops / conferences on emerging topics

3

Firm’s staff / experts deliver lectures or speeches about
new technology / emerging topics / relevant themes in
the university
Firm’s executives participate in teaching, doing
research and supervising students of the university

4
5

Firm contributes to the curriculum development of the
university

6

University provides short-term courses and life-long
learning training programs for the firm’s employees

7

University provides research / consultancy work,
technical support and licensing to firms

8

University collaborates in joint research with industry

9

University cooperates with industry to participate in
science parks, incubators, and start-ups

1
0

University commercializes the research results to firms
Other
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15
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